New Sequence Camera
Gives Swing Analysis
in Only Ten Seconds

A new unit, known as the Graph-Check Sequence Camera, produces eight stop-motion sequence pictures which a golf pupil sees in 10 seconds and then can study to correct mistakes immediately.

Built around the Polaroid Land 4 x 5 film holder, the camera features eight separate lenses and fast shutters. The user simply aims and shoots, each shutter clicking in automatic sequence at 1/1000th of a second. The 3000-speed Polaroid Land film records an eight-frame 4 x 5 picture which is completely developed and ready for viewing in only 10 seconds.

Quick Analysis

This camera makes possible for the first time photographic analysis of high-speed motion within seconds after the action has occurred.

According to Arnold Palmer, associated with Graph-Check, it is particularly applicable for golf instruction. He expects the new camera to be standard equipment in most of the nation's pro shops by the end of 1964. When used by the teaching professional, the student can see eight pictures of his swing right on the spot — with the club frozen at intervals in its arc from back-swing to follow-through. Flaws in the student's form become self-evident quickly without the need for lengthy verbal explanations. "This," says Palmer, "will be the camera's greatest advantage."

In addition to golf, the Graph-Check camera is an effective training aid for all outdoor sports where position and movement of hands, feet and body are of prime importance. Among the other sports are tennis, baseball, football, track and field, skiing, skating and diving. The camera reportedly will be sold in pro shops throughout the country.

Box Camara Simplicity

The new camera is so simple to operate (no need even to focus it) that persons with little or no photographic experience can master its use after just a few minutes of practice.

There are only two controls. One sets

---

RAINBIRD

ON CHAMPIONSHIP GOLF COURSES

The automatic Rain Bird sprinkling system, complete with remote control panel and electric or hydraulic valves, keeps championship golf courses rich and green all year round. That’s why, when the job calls for maintaining top turf condition under difficult circumstances, golf course engineers and superintendents recommend Nelson-Rain Bird.

This superb equipment has proven itself time and again on golf courses throughout the country and is the fastest growing line of its kind in the world!

Find out what kind of sprinkling equipment America’s newest, most modern golf courses are relying on — then do the same — install

RAINBIRD
There is only ONE Aero-Thatch

The wonder machine that displaces soil and does 5 turf care jobs at one time

Only Aero-Thatch, the original turf care machine, does these five important jobs so well:

It starts with soil displacement . . . we don't slice the turf, we actually displace it . . . then,
Aero-Thatch relieves thatch . . .
Aero-Thatch reduces compaction
Aero-Thatch aerates
Aero-Thatch cultivates
Aero-Thatch is a power spiker, too

Don't be fooled into thinking that other machines can do the same job . . . only Aero-Thatch, the original machine, has been tried and tested on golf courses from coast to coast.

Call your dealer for Aero-Thatch now!

The new Graph-Check Sequence Camera operates with such box-camera simplicity that persons with little or no photographic experience can master its use after just a few minutes of practice.

The exposure; the user simply dials “Dull”, “Normal”, or “Bright” — depending on outdoor lighting conditions.

The second control regulates sequence duration. All eight pictures may be taken in as little as 1/10th of a second (to capture the impact area of a golfer's swing) or as long as four seconds (to record all phases from address and backswing to the follow-through). When desired, the sequence time may be extended beyond this normal range, up to about 10 seconds.

Heart of the Camera

The heart of the camera is the Polaroid Land 4x5 film holder. Designed and marketed by Polaroid Corp. to adapt 4x5 press-type cameras to 10-second photography, this holder is now in widespread professional and industrial use.

The camera uses standard Type 57 Polaroid Land 4x5 film, which comes in single-shot packets that contain all the necessary ingredients to produce a finished picture on the spot: positive sheet,
negative sheet and a pod of developing chemicals.
Ten seconds after the film packet is removed from the camera it is peeled apart to obtain the finished eight-picture sequence print.

Technical Data

Exposure. — The Graph-Check Sequence Camera is designed for outdoor use. One knob adjusts the eight lens apertures simultaneously for proper exposure. The three settings correspond to average outdoor lighting conditions: Dull (f/16), Normal (f/26) and Bright (f/45).

Shutter Speed — There are eight identical spring-operated shutters of the single-leaf type. When the release is tripped, each shutter fires in automatic sequence at 1/1000th of a second.

Sequencing — Pneumatic sequence control permits variable timing. All eight pictures can be taken in as little as 1/10th of a second or as long as 4 seconds. Sequence duration can also be extended beyond this range, up to about 10 seconds, when desired.

Lenses — Eight 50mm, meniscus lenses provide flat field and high acutance at the focal plane, with minimum internal reflection. Normal aperture is f/26.

Focus — The universal-focus design produces tremendous depth of field. Pictures are sharp and clear from 3\(\frac{1}{2}\) feet to infinity.

Film — The Graph-Check Sequence Camera uses standard Type 57 Polaroid Land 4 x 5 Packets, which develop finished pictures right on the spot in 10 seconds. Film speed index is 3200 (ASA daylight equivalent).

Picture Size — The overall size of print area is 3\(\frac{1}{4}\)" x 4\(\frac{1}{2}\)". Each of the eight frames measures 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" x 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)".

Caddie, Struck by Ball, Gets $7,500 in Damages

An Atlantic City, N. J. jury recently awarded $7,500 to an 18-year-old caddie who was struck in the eye by a tee shot in 1959. The youth was sitting about 75 yards from the tee at Seaview CC when he was hit. He claimed he lost 50 per cent vision in his left eye as the result of the accident. The player, for whom the boy was caddying, contended he shouted a warning after the ball was hit, but conceded that he had been distracted just before the shot was made. The plaintiff claimed the player should have given a warning before driving.

WHAT DO THEY SAY IN THE LOCKER ROOM?

Locker room conversation usually reflects the playing condition of the course. Proper maintenance equipment in reliable running order is essential to good playing condition. B. Hayman Co., Inc., 86 years old, distributes the finest maintenance equipment available, assuring performance reliability and adequate parts supply at all times. Let us help you keep the locker room conversation complimentary.
TROPHIES
Traditional or Modern?
We have an award for your needs.
Silver plate, sterling silver, Onyx, wood, gold; we cover the waterfront! Club crests duplicated.
WRITE FOR CATALOG AND ALLIED LITERATURE.
SPORTS AWARDS CO.
429 W. SUPERIOR STREET
CHICAGO 10, ILL.
Telephone: Area Code, 312; 7B7-6034, 6044

ATTENTION! — Golf Club Officials, Owners, Managers, Superintendents Golf Professionals

GOLF SHOE VALET... aids you in keeping carpet and floor clean in clubhouse, pro shop and locker room. Cleans grass & mud from bottoms and sole edges of shoes. Anodized aluminum frame with base brush of hard wood and heavy duty plastic bristles. Tampico replaceable. In grey, orange, yellow. 1 unit $10.95; 3 or more $17.95 ea. FOB Huntington Park, Calif.

ALUMINUM TEE MARKERS... in USGA recommended colors — Red for front tee, Blue for back tee, White for middle tee, Aluminum for women's tees. Custom made to conform to your score card. 9 hole set, $5.50; for 18 holes, $10.50.

GOLF COURSE SIGNS
In Lifetime Aluminum
Strong — Easily Read
5" x 8" and 5" x 10" signs in embossed aluminum with enam- el finish. Special wordings available. In Black, Orange or Yellow letters on White background. From $3.25 to $5.75. Stakes $3.75 each.
NOTE: Postage paid if check received with order.

GOLF COURSE SPECIALTIES
P. O. Box 366.
Huntington Park, California

IRS Gives Tentative Okay to Split Memberships

One of the things a club member must do before he can deduct any portion of his club dues is establish that more than 50 percent of his use of the club is devoted to the furtherance of his business. In applying this test, use of the club by the member’s wife and children must be taken into account. This difficult problem of allocation might be alleviated if a member could acquire two classes of membership, one solely for himself which he would utilize purely in connection with business matters, and another solely for use by his family for personal, social and recreational purposes.

May be Approved

Recognition that something along these lines, where bona fide separate memberships are available, will be looked upon with favor by the Internal Revenue Service is reflected in one of the 85 official Questions and Answers which accompanied the proposed expense account regulations released by IRS on Mar. 29. These Questions and Answers are preceded by a cautionary note to the effect that they are only tentative answers which are subject to modification when the regulations are published in final form.

The specific Question and Answer relating to split memberships reads as follows:

Question: If a taxpayer has two memberships in a country club, one for himself and another solely for the other members of his family, must he consider the use of the club by his family in determining the 50-percent test as to the cost of his own membership?

Answer: Generally yes, but their use would not be considered if the membership for his family was not dependent upon the taxpayer having a membership in the club.

Heads Central Counties PGA

Jack Sullivan, veteran pro at Lewiston (Pa.) CC, has been elected president of the Central Counties PGA. Sullivan and pros at 10 clubs connected with the Central Counties unit are planning a comprehensive tournament scheduled for the summer. Jim Mullins, pro at Park Hills CC in Altoona, is the secretary-treasurer of the area PGA group.
Swinging Around Golf
(Continued from page 20)

All surplus income from the Thunderbird Classic, June 13-16, at Westchester CC in Rye, N.Y., goes to the United Hospital building fund . . . Last year, the Classic produced $70,000 for charity . . . Seven clubs will participate in the Combined Jewish Appeal interclub tourney in Chicago in mid-June . . . They are Briarwood, Bryn Mawr, Green Acres, Idlewild, Ravisloe, Twin Orchard and Brookwood . . . Last year the interclub players raised $2,300 for CJA . . . Pebble Beach (Calif.) golf links won’t be operated on an open basis after July 1 . . . It’s been getting too much play . . . Women’s West Texas golf tournament to be played June 10-14 at Wichita Falls (Tex.) CC for the 28th time.

PGA tournament bureau isn’t happy with sponsors that hold invitational tournaments . . . The Colonial, staged annually in Ft. Worth, is on the pan because it is alleged it slights some of the leading players when it sends out bids . . . Don January originally wasn’t invited to this year’s Colonial because of an incident that happened in 1962 . . . Prize money and Ryder Cup points that would normally accrue to players’ credit in the Colonial, aren’t being honored by PGA this year . . . Tournament bureau also doesn’t feel kindly toward the Tournament of Champions officials . . . Only 27 players started this year’s Las Vegas affair . . . The PGA wants a minimum of 55 and prefers to have 85 of its regulars in all tournaments . . . One thing that has eased the pressure on the Tournament of Champions is that a counter attraction is held in Burneyville, Okla., the same week it is played.

Six hour wait still in order at the new Douglaston Park muni course in New York . . . It’s the first addition to N.Y. municipal layouts in more than 25 years . . . Skinner Graham is pro at Douglaston . . . He moved in this spring after being at Staten Island’s Silver Lake for 25 years . . . Vince Sullivan, assistant pro at Metuchen (N.J.) G & CC since 1960, now is the head man . . . He takes the place of Monte Norcross, who recently was named pro at Rutgers U. CC in New Brunswick . . . Sullivan had a pretty good record in 1962 in some of the sectional pro tournaments.

Winged Foot in Mamaroneck, N.Y., long resisted any installations on its acres

NOW—your choice of 3 great range balls
BY WORTHINGTON

Now you can select the range ball that best suits the needs of your range!

1. New Paintless Yellow
Golden yellow color gives better night visibility. Lively, yet tough as nails! No re-painting—wash and it’s bright as new.

2. Paintless White (Patented)

3. Luster-White Painted
A favorite with range operators. Lively! Extra-tough vulcanized cover with a new polyurethane finish that stays gleaming white for the life of the ball.

All range-proven for years—guaranteed never to go out of round, or explode under scorching sun. Imprinted with your range name in big, bold wrap-around letters—up to 14 letters and spaces on each side of the ball. Choice of color bands, too.

For full details call your Worthington Representative now, or write WORTHINGTON GOLF INC., ELYRIA, OHIO.
Retention of golf items for the season...

Promising to be one of the fastest selling new golfers' utility items of the season!

The GOLFERS LOGBOOK has been published to meet an existing demand... There are more serious golfers playing golf today than ever before, golfers that are intent on analyzing, recording and improving their game. Now, thru the use of the GOLFERS LOGBOOK, duffers and low handicappers alike can keep track of their game in a single, well-designed logbook that not only should assist in improving their game, but will also provide many years of enjoyment in reviewing their golfing history. The GOLFERS LOGBOOK has provisions for recording the course played, its par and yardage, score, putts, iron shots, woods, weather and course conditions, opponents' scores, match results, graphs for total putts, vs. score, and much more...

Nationally advertised to retail for $1.75 each YOUR COST: $2—YOUR PROFIT: $13
(for a 20-book pack)
MAIL YOUR ORDER TODAY
THE GOLFERS LOGBOOK
P. O. BOX 444 WAYNESBORO, VIRGINIA

LOWER SCORES and DEVELOP accurate, straighter DRIVES
Since 1954 with America's Finest GOLF PRACTICE NET INSIDE or OUTSIDE it's easy to set up.

SHOCK ABSORBENT pad made of U. S. Rubber Co.'s ENSOLITE

$98.00 F.O.B. factory Backdrop 8'x9'
complete with: Ensolite Pad 4'x6'
$125.00 List Price Side Nets 8'x9'
Only $69.50 F.O.B. without Side Nets

Long-lasting tough expanded cellular plastic pad is sewed to heavy duck and designed to withstand the terrific impact of high velocity drivers. Send order, check or Money Order to:

SOUTH BEND PRODUCT SALES
1422½ Mishawaka Ave., South Bend, Ind.

except those devoted to golf, but it's opening a pool around mid-June... One of the new players on the tour is Howard Brown of Detroit... He is a long hitting Negro southpaw... Look to see a few more portsenders in the next year or two...

Bob Charles' success should start a rush... Fred Corcoran claims people in Buenos Aires were horrified last fall when they learned that Charles was representing New Zealand in Canada Cup competition... They didn't realize lefties are capable of playing bigtime golf.

Grand Bahama Hotel & CC, at West End, Grand Bahama Island, with Ed Hunt as general manager of this Jack Tar chain operation, has developed a Grand Bahama boom in the three years since he came from the Fort Harrison hotel in Clearwater, Fla., where he was host to many PGA Senior affairs and business schools... Bob Brumby, former N. Y. sports writer famed in south Florida, the Caribbean and south Pacific as the Beachcomber from Broadway, came with Hunt to the Grand Bahama to publicize the place... Mark Mahanna built the course... It is a solid test and has five or six holes that are exceptionally good... Pro-supt., Wallace Martin, has greens as good as you'll find anywhere... He and his assistant, Al Flores, also from Texas, have crowded lesson books... Grand Bahama Hotel & CC gets a lot of kids who come with their parents.

Babe Lichardus now playing pro at Springbrook CC in Morristown, N. J.... Dick Crawford, the U. of Houston boy who won the National Intercollegiate in 1959 and 1960, now is an assistant to Lou Costello at Westchester CC, Rye, N. Y.... Members of the Cypress Point Club, Pebble Beach, Calif., held a formal stag dinner on Apr. 10 in marking Pro Henry J. Puget's 30th year with the club... Work has been started on the $1 million Lakepointe CC, St. Clair Shores, Mich.... 18-hole course will extend to 6,900 yards and will be put in play in 1964... W. Bruce Matthews handled the course design... Alex MacDonald is the club manager and John Dalrymple, the pro.
ALL NEW

Capri

GAS AND ELECTRIC
GOLF CARS

FEATURES:
Torque Converter Transmission • 9 hp OMC Engine • Short Stroke Overhead Valve Engine • Tubular Steel Frame • Fiberglass Body • Cartridge Type Oil Filter • AC Alternator Type Generator With Ammeter • Full Coil Spring Suspension • Full Pressure Lubrication System With Indicator Light • Reversing Transmission • Spike-Resistant Nyrocord Mat • Foamed Polyurethane Cushions • Distinctive Continental Styling

MANUFACTURED BY

CAPRI MANUFACTURING COMPANY
1821 COLUMBUS AVE. • SPRINGFIELD, OHIO

Socorro, June 7-9 . . . Cress Creek CC in Naperville, Ill., officially opened in mid-April . . . At the time, finishing touches were being put on the 6,700-yard course designed by Dave Gill of St. Charles, Ill. . . . Club was built at a cost of $1 14 million . . . Tansi Resort, formerly known as Lake Harrison Resort, Crossville, Tenn., planning to build a second nine . . . Sam Hicks is Tansi's professional and the owners are Henry Rodgers and Fred Swaney . . . The resort, located on a large lake, has a 3,600 airstrip for convenience of visitors.

Jack O’Neill, manager of Ridgemoor CC, Norwood Park, Ill., claims some kind of a record . . . His present club is the third he has managed while a golden anniversary was being observed . . . He was at Edgewood Valley, LaGrange, Ill., in 1960 when that club passed the 50-year mark, and at the University Club in Hartford, Conn. in 1956 for its 50th anniversary . . . Jay Burry has succeeded Sonny Rhodes as Bob Watson’s assistant at Wykagyl CC, New Rochelle, N. Y. . . . Rhodes has gone to Huntington (L. I.) CC as head pro . . . Burry comes from Springdale CC in Princeton, N. J. . . . Nearly 100 Hollywood celebrities have been invited to play in the March AFB (Calif.) Celebrity tournament on June 16 . . . Maurie Luxford will be the tourney emcee.

Northampton Valley GC, Inc., has bought 124 acres in Richboro, Pa, for a semi-private 18 . . . Cost was $163,000 . . . Edmund Ault, Silver Springs, Md., architect, has designed a par 71 course for Northampton . . . First Zippo Open to be played June 24 at Pennhills Club, Bradford, Pa . . . There will be total prize money of $2,000 for pros from Western, Central and Northeastern N. Y. and Tri-State sections of the PGA . . . After the first two days of play in the Buick Open (June 6-9) at Warwick Hills, near Flint, Mich., the 15 leading pros in the tournament will take part in a $50,000 hole-in-one contest . . . Contestants will shoot for the 155-yard 17th cup and will get three chances . . . If an ace is scored, the pro and his selected partner (by Buick dealers throughout the country) will split the grand prize . . . If there is no ace, closest ball to the hole will bring $15,000, second closest, $7,500 and on down the line to the $100 consolation prizes . . . The tournament itself offers $52,000 in prize money.
GET SOUND GUIDANCE
on PLANNING, BUILDING and OPERATING
GOLF FACILITIES
from Golf’s clearing house of information

PLANNING INFORMATION FOR PRIVATE COUNTRY CLUBS
A compilation of practical, current data and information on planning and organizing the private golf and country club which includes a Planning and Organizing Guide, national growth, statistics, course planning and building information, excerpts from Excise Tax Laws outlining exemption from Club Dues Tax of certain payments for construction, architects, sample construction contract, suggested list of course maintenance equipment, suggestions for golf by-laws, data on club memberships, dues and fees, details of successful membership campaigns, club financing plans, sample club brochure, a clubhouse planning and evaluation checklist, and a brief study on developing golf course subdivisions. $7.50 each.

PLANNING THE CLUBHOUSE
This 96 page, 8½ x 11 inch (hard cover) book takes the guesswork out of golf clubhouse design with specific facts on various clubhouse facilities and the space they require, based on the size and type of membership to be accommodated. This data has been drawn from the practical operating experience of American golf clubs over many years through a study conducted by the Building Research and Development Corporation of Chicago. The only book of its kind. $9.00 each.

GOLF EVENTS
A 43 page, 4 x 9 inch check list of 101 tournament and novelty events that can be used to make any golf program varied and exciting. A definite aid to the golf chairman faced with the problem of ‘coming up with something new.’ Lists types of events and tournaments of any length desired, from day-long to season length programs. 50¢ each.

PLANNING AND BUILDING THE GOLF COURSE
A complete, 32 page, 8½ x 11 inch fully illustrated guide for the design and construction of the regulation golf course. Includes: Selection of the Site, Soil Factors, Power and Water Availability, Natural Golf Features, How to Design a Golf Course, Golf Course Costs, Construction and Construction Equipment, Construction of Tees, Fairways and Traps and Greens, Maintenance Equipment, Watering Systems, etc. $1.00 each.

GOLF OPERATORS HANDBOOK
A 112 page, 8½ x 11 inch book of complete planning, building and operating information on miniature golf putting courses, golf driving ranges and par-3 golf courses. Contains ideas, data, photographs and plans based on the actual experience of hundreds of golf operators all over the United States. $3.00.

Order from:
NATIONAL GOLF FOUNDATION
804 Merchandise Mart
Chicago 54 III.
PGA Spring-Summer Tournament Schedule

May 16-19 — Oklahoma City Open, Quail Creek CC
23-26 — Memphis Open, Colonial
31-June 3 — 500 Festival Open, Speedway CC, Indianapolis

13-16 — Thunderbird, Westchester CC, Rye, N. Y.
20-22 — USGA Open, CC of Brookline, Mass.
27-30 — Cleveland Open, Beechmont CC

July 3-6 — Canadian Open, Scarborough G & CC, Toronto
11-14 — Hot Springs Open, Hot Springs CC
18-21 — PGA Championship, Dallas AC CC
25-28 — Western Open, Beverly CC, Chicago

Aug. 1-4 — St. Paul Open, Keller GC
15-18 — Insurance City Open, Wethersfield (Conn.) CC
22-25 — American Classic, Firestone CC, Akron, O.
29-Sept. 1 — Denver Open, Denver CC

B. B. (Doc) Blanchard has been appointed manager of the Miami (Fla.) Lakes G & CC. A retired Army major, he has had extensive experience in the club management field. He was manager of several Officers' clubs while in service and at one time was associated with Northmoor CC in Dayton, O. Sam Snead has played on more U.S. Ryder Cup teams than any other man. He has earned his "R" nine times. Runnerups are Gene Sarazen and Horton Smith with seven. Pat J. Markovich, manager of Silverado CC, Napa, Calif., now working with five Chambers of Commerce in Napa County as a coordinator of their efforts to sell the area's great recreation potential. Pat points out that Napa County is in the most beautiful and historical valley in the state.

Dublin Twp. (Pa.), Philadelphia area is holding up action on the purchase of Burn Brae CC as a muny operation. Two aces recorded at Willowick GC in Santa Ana, Calif., in March were the third and fourth of the season. That's to keep you posted, in case you wonder.

Range owners CAN get good service from rebuilt balls.

We can rebuild your culls so they will give the same performance as a new, good, range ball, when in proper range compressions. Here is an exclusive, unusual service! —

- Cores rewound as much as necessary for uniform size, and good cover foundation.
- The same quality proven cover is applied as that used on our durable new range balls.
- The same careful vulcanization.
- The same chemical paint preparation.
- The same, best grade, urethane enamel, chemically bonded to the cover.
- The same urethane stripe.
- After striping and branding the same finishing clear coat of urethane.

Never before has a rebuilding job of this quality been offered to range owners. S-T-R-E-T-C-H YOUR RANGE BALL DOLLARS.

Price $2.90 per dozen and your cut balls.

If desired, we can compression test the balls into grades.

Cut balls taken in trade.

We also make the best all new construction driving range balls in three compressions.

HUGH J. McLAUGHLIN & SON, Inc.

614 N. Indiana Avenue
Crown Point, Indiana
RUBBERLOCK SPIKE RESISTANT INTERLOCKING FLOORING

Golf Rubberlock is a new interlocking spike-resistant rubber flooring with resilient built-in body. Tough - Durable. Withstands sharp pressures of golf spikes — recovers original surface without cutting.

APPROXIMATELY 1/4" THICK 24" x 24" SQUARES
BEVELED EDGING (INTERLOCKING) AVAILABLE
CHOICE OF BEAUTIFUL MARBELIZED COLORS
EASY TO MAINTAIN—EASY TO INSTALL
NO CEMENT OR MASTIC REQUIRED — INTERLOCKING FEATURE HOLDS FLOORING SECURELY
Also available in runners, 28" & 56" wide. Send drawing or blueprint for free estimate.

MITCHELL RUBBER PRODUCTS, INC.
2114 San Fernando Road, Dept. G-My
Los Angeles 65, California

TERRIFIC VALUE IN GOLF CARS FOR RENTAL USE!!

250 Re-manufactured Cushman, Victor, E-Z-GO or Pargo electric golf cars. ABSOLUTELY LIKE NEW! Cables, seats, mats, trim, etc. New or like new bodies refinished original 2-tone DuPONT DULUX enamel. Mechanically perfect. NEW CAR WARRANTY (90 days unconditional).

Do not compare these vehicles with ordinary used cars. They are completely rebuilt by factory trained mechanics using genuine replacement parts for new car performance & appearance.

PRICE . . . . $495.00 includes reconditioned chargers. E-Z terms if desired. 10% down payment. Free delivery on our transports within 1000 miles.

Also available used gas and electric cars from $150.00. 1962 VICTOR demonstrator (23) Close out price $675.00 each.

WIRE, WRITE or CALL COLLECT
H. COSTER ELECTRIC CAR SALES & SERVICE
P. O. Box 40083, Indianapolis, Ind.
Telephone: FL 6-5388
Warehouse—Indiana State Fairgrounds

how things are going at America's favorite hole-in-one club . . . In the April issue of the "Willowick Golfer", Allen Wells, club president, advised the members to insure themselves against perpetrating a hole-in-one . . . It's about time! . . .

Three St. Paul, Minn., businessmen have purchased the Southview CC in West St. Paul . . . Paul Kelly goes from Merion, where he was an assistant, to Sleepy Hollow, Scarborough-on-Hudson, N. Y. as head pro.

New Jersey PGA section has amended its eligibility rules to permit circuit pros who play out of or work at N. J. clubs to take part in its weekly pro-am tournaments . . . New Jersey pros also are seeking permission to play in the Metropolitan Open . . . Heretofore, it has been open only to pros at clubs belonging to the MGA . . . Jim Warga of Forsgate CC has asked the N. J. PGA to allow pros over 50 use of golf cars in section tournaments . . . According to Will Grimsley, Arnold Palmer made more money in 1962 than the president of General Motors . . . If anyone starts clicking his teeth over that one, it should be considered that Arnold probably worked harder than the G.M. prexy and certainly was under more pressure . . . If you have any doubts as to whether Palmer has fully arrived — he has hired a girl full time to do nothing but answer his fan mail.

Charles Martel to build 150-room hotel and standard 18 and 9-hole Par-3, both designed by Mark Mahannah, in West Palm Beach, Fla. . . . Olaf Bergwall named pro at Callier Springs CC, Rome, Ga. . . . Formerly he was pro at Cedar Valley GC, Cedartown, Ga.

George Buxton, jr. is pres. of organization planning to build nine at Wartburg, Tenn. . . . Pomona (Calif.) CC changes name to Pomona Meadows CC . . . Bob Glover is pro . . . Joe Silva, sports editor, Reading (Pa.) Times, wrote fine column on Ralph Ebling, pro at Daytona Beach (Fla.) municipal course . . . Henry Williams, Sr., is supt. at Daytona Beach . . . Course operation and condition now is a credit to the city . . . It was a step-child of politics when Ebling came there six years ago . . . Williams, Sr., came later to join Ebling . . . When Ebling was a kid aspiring to be a pro, Williams, then Reading CC pro, helped him along . . . Ralph needed help . . . He lost his left arm in an accident on his father's farm.